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their magnitudes are inversely proportional to the distances of D and D' from the unchanged face.    See the rule in Art. 60.
If D' lie in the plane BDC show that the force at A is unaltered.
Ex. 2.    The forces at the comers of a tetrahedron ABCD are F, G, H, L respectively ; it is required to find the central plane, the angles hetween the forces _ being given.
Let the cosine of the angle hetween two forces F, G- be represented by cos FG and so on. Let /, g, h, I be the minors of the four constituents in the leading diagonal of the determinant.
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Then the central plane divides any side as AB in a point P such that
J-^-±     // G.BP~     V g'
Resolve the force F into three others Flt F2, P3, acting parallel to G, H, L. Consider the three sets of parallel forces, viz. (#, J^), (H", F2), (L, Fs). We may collect each into its own centre of parallel forces and thus obtain three points on the central plane, Art. 58. The central plane therefore cuts AB in a point P where Fl . AP=G . BP. But since Flt F%, P3 are in equilibrium with -Ft we have by Art. 48 of Vol. i., F^/F2=g]f. The result follows at once.
72. If the forces F, G, Jff, of an astatic triangle ABC are rectangular and of finite magnitude, and if the area ABC is not zero, prove that the system cannot be reduced to fewer than three forces.
If possible let the forces be reduced to two, P and Q, and let these act at D and E in the plane of the triangle. Let p, q, r be the perpendiculars from A, JB, G on DE. Turn the forces about their points of application until the force at A is perpendicular to the plane ABC, then the forces at B and C act in that plane. Taking moments about DE we have Fp=0. Similarly Gq = Q, flr = 0. But this is impossible if the area of the triangle is not zero.
That the points of application D, E must lie in the plane ABC follows from Art. 57, for DE may be regarded as one side of an astatic triangle, the third force being zero. We may also prove this in an elementary manner. Place the body so that the direction of the force P is parallel to the plane of ABC, while the other Q is not parallel ; this is possible provided P and Q are not parallel to each other. Then, as in Art. 13, taking the plane of ABC as that of xy, we have Zz the same for the three forces F, G, H and the two P, Q. The ordinate of E is therefore zero. In the same way the ordinate of D is zero.
If the forces P and Q are parallel to each other, they cannot form a couple because their components parallel to F, G and H are not zero. They can therefore be reduced to a single force. Proceeding as above we easily show that its point of application lies in the triangle ; thence we deduce as before that the area of ABC is zero.
That the three forces F, G, H cannot be reduced to two, P, Q, also follows from the invariants of an astatic triangle. Regarding DE as one side of the triangle, the third force being zero, we see that the second invariant of Art. 65 is zero. It follows that FGHA is also zero, which is impossible unless either the area A or one of the forces F, G, H is zero.

